It’s time to fight for your religious freedom

Christians Should Fear Obamacare!
Americans grow up turning to God when buried in debt, seriously ill, or dodging
enemy fire. WWII vets tell of finding no atheists in their fox holes. Vietnam vets
tell of praying before, during, and after every operation. Therefore, it was sad to
watch Democrats vote not once but three times to exclude God from their national
platform and then read their “F**K Cardinal Dolan” tweets after he prayed for the
protection of the unborn.
We call confirmed Christians “Solders of Christ.” Is it not time for those
advocating “Obama then – Obama now” to join our fight for religious freedom.
Unless we repeal Obamacare, Christian employers are going to be forced to
provide abortion coverage for employees or pay a per-employee fine. That means
Catholics will be paying a fine for every employee working in their hospitals,
nursing facilities, food pantries, shelters, etc. No matter whom you voted for in
2008, it’s imperative Christians vote for Mitt Romney in 2012.
In Vietnam, converting Military Payment Certificates (MPC) to Greenbacks
(U.S. Currency) while in country was a court martial offense because it could
lead to greenbacks being sold to the Vietcong who’d than purchase U.S. weapons
and ammunition. Obama’s operation “Fast and Furious” would have been
considered an act of treason.
We lost 58,655 Solders, 1244 in Wisconsin, five from my Door County during
the Vietnam War because LBJ lied to the media, ran the war from
Washington, and allowed liberals like Jane Fonda to embolden the North
Vietnamese. Obama telling the Russians to wait until he’s reelected before
discussing our nuclear arsenal, his failure to secure our embassies while
telegraphing our withdrawal from combat, and his endless apologies to our
enemies is far worse than what LBJ did to our troops during the Vietnam War.
Speaking as a Past VFW Commander and current Chaplain, “if we don’t get
Obama out of office on November 6 our VA’ caseload for PTSD, depression and
suicide will dwarf the aftermath of Vietnam.
Sports and businessmen best beware if Obama gets reelected. His comments
during the second debate should have all gun owners running for cover. There is
little wonder why the NRA has printed millions of “Defend Freedom – Defeat
Obama” yard signs.

Corporate America and its employees are praying Romney gets elected. Why?
Obama’s economic policies have driven us so deep in debt to Communist China
companies now must relinquish corporate secrets and intellectual property to gain
even a temporary foothold in China’ markets. Learn more at
www.RMLearningCenter.com.
Americans are born free and independent. We don’t need government in our
lives or welfare in our pockets. We only need men of faith and proven business
skills in the White House. In Wisconsin, if we want to be energy independent, keep
our economy growing, and safeguard our right to bear arms we’d better also vote
for Tommy Thompson, Reed Ribble, and Gary Bies.

In my opinion, “voting for Obama a second time would be like
asking the Titanic to take a second run at the same iceberg!”
Richard Woldt – CEO Risk Management Learning Center

